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REPORT NO. 160.

AN AIRSHIP SLIDE RULE.

RNTRODUCTION.

This report, prepared for the LTation.aI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, describes an
airship dide rule dedoped by the Gas-C!hemktry Section of the Bureau of Standards} at the
request of the Bureau of Enggeering of the IVa=ry Department. The dewIopment of this
sIide rule was requested by the hTavy because of the successful results which Imd been reported
of the Scott-Teed ruIe ~ which hzd been de-reloped and used by the British naval air ser-rice.
It is intended primariI-y to give rapid solutions of a few probkms of flcequen~ occurrence in
airship navigation, but it can be used to advantage in sol-ring a ~meat variety of problems>
inrol-riug volumes: Iifting powers, temperatures, pressures, aIt.itudes, and the purity of the
I)nlloon gas.

The- rule is gradu~~ted to read directIy in the units actuallj- used in making observations,
r[~nstants and con~ersibn factors being taken care of bcy the length and location of the scales.
In order to simplify as much as possible the rnanipulztion of the rule, absoIute accuracy has
in some cases been sacrificed to convenierice. Generally this has been necessary only h those
cases in which the ..datz upon which the computations will be based are not subject to accurate
obserwtt ion.

It is thought that with this n.de practically any problem likeIy to arise in this ckss of work
can be readiI~ solved after the user has become familiar with the operation of the ruIe; find
that the soIutlon will, in most cases, .be as accurate as the data warrant.

DESCRIPTION OF RULE.

The rule, which is similar in construction to the ordinary 20-inch slide rule (fig. 1), co~sists
(jf two fixed guide raikl a movable slide} and two runners with cross lines2 one of -which can be
clamped in a fixed position. All scaIes are Iogmithmic excepting the aItitude scale, which is
linear.

The scale OB the lower fixed guide and the lower scale on the slide (marked scales “l.)”.
and “ C,” respective~y) read from 10 to 100. On each scale may be engra~ed a line V, rep-
resenting the -roIume of the ship. ScaIe E is for the purity of the hytiogen and is graduated
from 75 per cent to 100 per cent. %i.Ie F is the temperature scale, reading from – 50” F to
+ 150° F. It represents the change of ~okme of a gas with change of temperature. ScaIe B
is the altitude scale and is used to indicate the variation in ]ift.~~ power at different rJtitudes.
It reads from O to 25,000 feet. ScaIe A is the barometric scale, reading from 20 inches to 32
inches of mercury pressure. Scale K is a temperature scaIe, reading from – 50° F. to+ 150” F.,
and is used to calculate the change in lifting power due to a difference behreen the air and gas
temperatures.

—— ——. — —— —.— —.—. —- .
IThe SUmtt-Teedrule is smeller and simpler then the one desrribei iu this paper, It has a singIe slide and OLIIYfouI scales. The “A” scafe

gim.i the lift in pounds per 1,003cubic feet of gas the “B” sde is graduated in per rent of purits; the “C” wde in degrw Fahrenheit of tem-
l]emtme; and the ‘cD” scale in inches of mermry cirbammetrfc prwsure. Setting the temperature oppasite the barometer me reads the hft per
1,KOcubic feet op@te the pruity.
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THEORY OF THE RULE.

The mathematical rehitions inrolred in the design of the rule will now be described. Tho
lifting power of an airship is given by the equation

L= T’P{D–(i)
where

I. represents the lifting power of the ship of voIume 77.
P represents the purity of the hydrogen determined from its density, assuming the

impurity to be air.
D and d represent., respectively, the weight-per unii voIume of air and pure hydrogen.
Let T represent the temperature of the air and B the barometric pressure under which Z.

is determined, The density of a gas varies directly w the pressure and inversely as the ahwlute
temperature. Hence we may write for D and d

where DO and & represent the densities of air and hydrogen at the temperature TOand baro-
metric pressure BO. We can, therefore, write for the lifting power of the airship

~.pBT go_ do

L= ()“Tt (.1)
B,

If the temperatures of gas ancl air are equal, this becomes

~= VPR TO(DO– d,) (2)
B, T

Setting TO(~ – d,) = ~,
equation 2 becomes

o

(.3)

This equation may be written

log L= ]ogK+ log V+ Iog P + log B – log T (4)

In order to determine the effect of altitude upon Iifting power, the values ior the lifting power
of 1~000 cubic feet of pure hydrogen were computed for each 1,000-foot level from the average
weather data given by W. R. Gregg in the Monthly Weather Review, 46, 11–20 (1918). The
logarithms of the lift& powers so determined are plotted as abscissa with the aItitudcs as
ordirmtes. From this graph, shown in Figure 2, it is seen that the points lie approximately
on a strtiight line, the equation of which is

log L=.8537– .01346 H

where H represents the altitude above sea Ievel. If by L we represent, the lifting power at n
given altitude H, and by L’ the lifting power at another altitude H’, then

]Og L’= .8.537– .01346 H’
Iog L’=Iog L–.oI346 (W-H).

Designating .12’– 12 by h this equation becomes

log L’= Iog L – .01346h. (5)

Putting this value in equation (4)

]Og L’=log K+ ]og ~+log P+]og B–Iog T– .01346L (6)
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‘We now have aII our reIat.ions in a form which permits the soIution of probIems in-roIving them
l~y means of s, sIide rule, which is merely a simpIe device for mechanically performing additions
and sub tract ions. Ml of the scaIes representing the. quantities of interest. are Iogarithrnic
except that. representing altitude, which is Iinear.

The scaIes are laid out as fol~ows:
The scaIes C and D, upon -which the lifthg powers and volumes are read, are the same

as those upon an ordinary 20-inch slide rule and are 50 centimeters. long. Since the difference
between the logarithms of 10 and 100 (the numbers ~t the ends of the scales) is 1, the distance
in centimeters between the lines representing any two numbers on thk and the other Logarithmic
scales is fifty times the difference between the Iogarithrns of the numbers.

From equation 5 it is seen that the change in log L’ when going to an eIevation of 25,000
feet. would be

.01346 x25 = .3365.

Multiplying this by 50 gives 16.825 centimeters as the length of scale B which is to be divided
into equal intervals. The construction of six scales -which will correctIy represent. six of the
quantities invoIved in the solution of equation 6 has thus been determined. The scaIes are
Iettered on the slide rule and the quantities the-j- represent in the soIution of the abo~e problem
are as foHows:

Scale A represents Iog 1?.
Scale B represents .01346h.
ScaIe C represents log F.
Scale D represents log L’.
ScaIe E represents log P.
ScaIe F represents Iog ?’.

The remaining factor, log K, is a constant quantity which involves the relative position of the
scales to. one another. Achdy, in Iay@ off the seaks A, B, C, D, and E were arbitrarily
placed in convenient positions and scale F “was located by the accurate solution of a definite
probIera.

Thus far we ha~e been concerned only with.the lifting power of a definite volume of hydrogen.
The airship pilot has also to deal %t times with the unknown -roIume of a defiite quantity or
~a~s of hydrogen; that. is, when the ship is not ffl. Scale K ha’s been added to solve problems
of this character.

In the foIIowing discussion me w-II let L represent the lifting power and T the ~olume of a
given mass of hydrogen at temperature t, let d represenk the density of the hydrogen} and Iet
D represent the density of the air when the barometric pressure is@ and the temperature of the
air is T. Fe will represent by LO, l;, d,, and De the corresponding quantities when the tem-
perature of hydrogen and air are both T, and the barometric pressm-e is B,.

L= F (D–d) (1}
From the gas Iaw-s

~r_ T;Bof
Bq

‘=”%%$G+)
Dd

()‘=FJ f–?
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from which it is at once apparent that the Mbing power of a given mass of hydrogen at bwwmctrir
pressure is independent of the barometric pressure.

If t= T, equation 2 becomes
L= J’ (DO–dO). (3)

That is, the lifting power is also independent of the temperature if the temperature of hydrogen
and air are eclual.

If the ternperahwe of gas and air are not equaI, equation 2 may lJ~ written

In nrder to clete~mine the effect of an increment of temperature of the gas above that, of the ~ir
upon the logarithm of the Iifting power (which is the function with which we arc concerned in
designing the slido rule) we may assume T constant and wrrite

l“~L=Jo~++4.
l}ifferentia~ing with respect to t

d Jog r. -.~ .-.-.7.
at = “-

(
T DO:-dO)

(3}

(4)

d 4og L D, [s)
dt /( D,,– (?.)

(.6,)

Hence the relation of lifts L and L’ corresponding to (Iiffercnt gas temppratuws Tvhen (1IOship
is not fulI is given by the following equation

D
Jog L– k)g L’=- Do_~o@g f–log t’), (7)

Scale K is laid out by setting off from an arbitrary s krting point the numtwr of cen ti-
50 Do

meters corre.sponcling LO ~he logarithm of each absolute temperature multiplied by ~j;__d:.

,Scale K is used only in problems involving a comparison be twcen the lifting power at tLYOdif-
ferent gas temperatures. (My the distance between the lines representing the two tempera-
tures actually enters into the solution of the problem; the Iocation of scaIe K with respect to
the other scales on the rule is therefore immaterial,

ERRORS INVOLVED IN THE USE OF THE RULE.

‘Me principal theoretical errors involved in the usc of the ruIe are as follows:
(1) The altitude scale is constructed for average weather conditions, The variation of

lifting power with variation of altitude is dependent upon several factors, chief of which is the
temperature. A more accurate solution of problems involving altitude could be obtained by
laying out a scale or diagram in the manner indicated in Figure 3 and working with the portion
of the diagram corresponding to the observed temperature. Such a scale would somewhat
complicate the construction and use of the rule and would probably add but little to ik utility.
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The effect of altitude on vohune or Iifting power is probably not often desired with greater
accuracy than is gi-ren by the simple scale> and complic~tiom caused by clouds] ascending or
descending air currents, and other local weather conditions would render high accurwy im-
possible in any case.

lf it should later seem desirable to incfide the modified scale, it may be conveniently
placed on the back of the slide with a reference mark on t,he guide near the left-hand end where
ik will stiIl serve for the solution of most practical problems.

(2) The altitude scale was laid off from the aver}ge density of the air as determined by the
Weather Bureau, which differs slightly from the density computed from zverage temperatures
and pressures, principally because humidity is taken account of in the Weather Bureau data.
The altitude scale should therefore more nearly represent the true average effect of altitude on
Iifting power, and less nearly represent the etlect of altitude on volume, than a computed scale.
For this reason an altitude-volume scale was included on the rule first designed, but the diHerence
between the two scabs -was so sl@ht that it was decided to omit the altitude-volume scale-
A scale was ako included on the first rule to .Aow the effect on -rolume of adiabatic expansion
when changing altitude- Expansion-is never entirely adiabatic, however, even when change of
level is very rapid, so that the use of the correction for adiabatic expansion is likely to invol~e
fin assumption as far or farther from the facts than does the assumption that the gas temper-
ature changes as rapidly as the air temperate. The adiabatic expansion-altitude scale was
therefore ako omitted.

(~) The effeck of the a~erage humidity of the air on lift irtg power is included in the con-
struction of the altitude scale and the location of scale F. The effect of water vapor in the
hydrogen can be corrected for only by regarding it m an irnpuMty. If an electrical puMty
meter is employed, water vtipor appears as an impurity and is ~ery nearly correctly accounted
for. If an effusion apparatus is employed for determining purity and the usual temperature
corrections are made, the water vapor is not corrected for. If there is good reason to regard
the hyclrogen as satumt ed, the effusion method, uncorrected for temperature, should give mom

-—

rtearly the correct lifting power than it til if the temperature correction is made. One of the
foreign airship slide-rules which we have had the prkilege of examining provides for a correc-
tion for humidity with change of temperate. Such a correction could be easily embodied in
the construction of the scales protided we knew what assumption to make regarding the change
of humidity of gas and air with change of temperature. GeneralIy, however, there is no water
present to saturate the gas when the temperature rises, and water is but slowly lost to the atmos-
phere through the envelope when the temperature falls. It is therefore probably much more
nearly correct to regard the ~ater ~apor in the hydrogen as an impurity of constant amount
during any one voyage than to regmd it as a variable which depends upon temperat~e.

(4) The correction for superheat by means of scale K is not strictly accurate because of t~-u
approximate assumptions involved in its derivation. To be exact, a different scale would have
to be constructed for every air temperature. The errors introduced by this approximation are
entireIy negligible, however, amounting to only about 0.01 millimeter in the slide rule setting
for an extreme ease.

. .

(5) A Iarger error is involved in the use of scale K for a gas containing more than a -rery
small amount of impfity, since the presence of an impurity increases the v-alue of dti. This
error is also too small to be of consequence.

(’~) ~~ ~ reeo~ended that Do correction be made for superheat \\-hen the ship is full of

hydrogen, since the error involved when superheat is neglected is too smaU to be of consequence
in most cases.

CHANGE IN RULE D? HELIUM IS USED.

The rule can readily be adapted for use in the case where helium instead of hydrogen is
employed by mult ipleying by the ratio of the lifting powers of helium and hydrogen as m-ith the
ordinary slide rule. A better way-, however, wouId be to engra~e a set of scales on the re~ers e
side of the movable sIide. These scaIes wouId be identical with those used for hydrogen except-
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ing that scale F would be. shifted somewhat to the right, Such %rule cou]d then be used inter-
changeably for hydroge~ or helium without mat e.rially increasing the cost.

USE OF THE RULE.

‘~he uti]ity of the rule for solving problems other than t]le two qr tflrec spccifil ontis for
which it was clesigned should be apparent to anyone familiar with the principles and USGof
sIide rules. In particular the temper~ture scales fac.ilit ate the solution of almost any problem
involving changes of gas volumes or densities. b- fhe earlier of the following representatiwl
problems particular ~ttent,ion is given to illustrating the use of the temperature scales, which
are the only ones likely to cause confusion. In nearly every case the Yolumc of the airship has
been assumed to be 243,000 cubic fee~, corrcspcm{{ing to the line l’” marked on the s]ific rule i]l1ls-
trated. Such a line should be engraved on a rule to accompany each ship represcntiug [JJCvulumc
of the ship.
Problem 1.

What will be the totaI lifting power L’ of a ship of 243,000 cubic feet capacity&t an altitude
of 5,000 feet, if the barometer reading at the ground is 30 inches and the air temperature 60° F.
and the hydrogen is 95 per cen~ pure 1

(I) Opposite 30 (scale A) set 5 (scale B).
(2) Set the runner over 95 (scale E).
(3) Move the slide to bring 60 (scale F) under {he runlll’r.
(,4) OrI scale D opposite 243 (scale C) read L’ =14,040 poun~ls whirh is [llc ruluircd

answer,
If the lifting power of the balloon at the point of observati{)n of hNi]p(Iratiurc a~ld }JW’O1llC(t!r

is desired, the barometric reading is, of course, sei opposite the O on the altitude sc.alc. If AC

lifting power of the hydrogen per thousand cubic feet is desired, it is read on scale II opposite
the index of scale C!, without changing the setting. (Either end of a slide rule scale reading
from 1 to 10 or 10 to 100 is calIed the index.)
Problem 2,

How full should an airship be at the start in order to reach an alt,itude of S,000 feet without
losing gas ?

(1) opposite 28 (scale A) set 8 (scale B).
(2) Opposite 100 (scale C) read 78 per cent (scale D).

Problem 3.
An airship is in equilibrium at a height of 2,000 feet. l’he piloj estimtit.es tllti~ the ship is

90 per cent full and thai the LotaI weight of the ship and its load is 1I ,000 pounds. 11OWIIIUCh

ballast must be dropped to rise to z height of 6,000 feet?
(1) opposite 11 (scaIe D) set 90 (scale C.)
(2) Bring runner over 100 (scale C).
(3) Move slicie until 10 (scale ‘C) is under runner.
(4) Set runner over 2,OOO (scale B).
(5? MO-W slide until 6,000 (scale B) is uiider runnc.r.
(6) Opposite 10 (scale C) read 10)790 pounds (sc.~le D), tile total lifting power of tllo

ship at 6,000 feet.
(7) 11,000 – 10,790= 210 pounds, the zmount of ballast which must bc droppwl to

make the ascent.
In case the ballast to be dropped should come Out ,z negaiive number ih woul~i ]]lcan that

we were wrong in assuming that the balloon would be full after the ascent. If this point is i~
doubt, it should be solved in zdvance as follows:

(1) Set the index of C opptisite the number in D representing in p?r cent the fullness
of the ship.

(2) If the number (on scale B) opposite 28 (on scale A) is less than the required
increase, in altitude, the ship will be full after the ascension.
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Problem 4.
The total Ioad of an airship in eqdibrium is known to be 13,500 pounds when the tempera-

ture of the air is 30° F. and the temperature of the gas 45° F. If no gas is lost until after sun-
do~, when the temperature of gas and air will become equal, how much will the totaI lifting
po~er of the balIoon then be 1

(’1) Opposite 135 (on scale D] sefi the index of scaIe C. ‘ -
(2) Br@m the runner over 30 (scale K).
(3) Move the &de until 45 (scale K) comes under the runner.
[4) Opposite the index of C read 12,770 pounds (on scale D), the liftirg power of the

balloon after sunset.
The second runner, -which cm be chunped in a fixed position on the rule, is pro-rided for use

in connection with such problems as this and the one followirg. If the lifting power of the
ship is determined under any known conditions> a setting of the slide may be made corresponding
to the operations in problem 1. This position of the index of scale C then represents the lift if
the air and gas temperature become equal. If the auxiliary runner is clamped over this index,
the lifting power of the ship under any subsequent conditions of superheat of the gas may be
determined beybring~m the index of the sLide under the auxiliary runner again and performing
the operations corresponding to 2, 3, and 4 in probIem 4.

Problem 5.
TThen an airship of 243,000 cubic feet capacity reaches the summit of its flight, the barometer

is observed to read 22 inches, the temperatwce of the gas is 30” F. and its purity 9S per cent.
What will be the lifting power of the ship when the air temperature is 50° and the gas tempera-
ture 65°1

(I) Opposite 22 (scale A) set o (scale B).
(~] Set the r~er over 98 fsc~e E).

[3) Nope the slide to bring 30 &m.le F) under the runner.
(4) Set the runner over 65 (scale K).
(5) Move the slide to br~a 50 (scale K) under the runner.
(6) Opposite 243 (scale C) read 13:630 (scaIe D)z which is the required lifti~~ power.

Problem 6.
How &mh will the airship of 243,000 cubic feet capac~ty rise with a Ioad of 9,000 pounds

if i~ is filled with 9S per cent hydrogen, the barometer reacls 25 inches, and the air temperature is
80” F. i

Solution:
[1) Opposite 9,OOO(scale D) se~ V (243 on scale C).
(2) Set the runner o~er 80 (’.swde F).
t3j Shift the slide to bring 98 under the runner.
(4) Set the runner o-i-er the index of scale C.
(5) Shift the slide to br~~ the other index of scale C under the runner.
(6) Opposite 25 (seale A) read 13,200 (scale B), which is the alt~tude to which the ship

wilI rise.

Problem 7.
The total -weight of the ship of 243,000 cubic feet capacity and its load is 15,000 pounds.

It is jus~ in equilibrium at a barometric pressure of 3 I inches tmd an air temperature of 50° l?.
The purity of the h@rogen is 94 per cent.. How much will the lifting power of the ship be in-
creased if pure hydrogen is addecl until the bag is full?

Solution:
(1) Opposite 31 (scale .4) set o (scale B).
(2) Set runner R over 94 (scale E).
(3) Shift slide to br~~ 50 (scale F) under R.
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Solution—C?oniinued.
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)

Problem $.

Set runner R over index of scale C. This gives (on scale D) the lifting power
per thousand cubic feet of the 94 per cent hydrogen.

Shift slide until 150 is under the runuer.
On scale C opposite the index of smde D read 213,000, th numbw of cubic feet

of gas in the bag.
243,000 – 213)000=30,000, which i$ the numl~er of cubic feet of pure ]lydrogen

added.
Shift the slicle to bring the index of C under the runner.
Set the runner over 100 (scale E). -
Shifi the slide LObring 94 (scale E) under the runner.
Opposite 30,000 (on scale C) read 2,245 (on scale B), which is the arnoun t by

which the lifting power of ~he ship has been increased.

ii baUoon in the hangar is to be fled to rise to a total altitude of 5,000 feet in bright sun-
shine, The observed temperature+ of the air is 70°; assume tha~ it is known from experience
that bright sunlight heats the gas to a temperature of 20° F. above that of the surrounding air.
How much hydrogen shotdd the balloon contain in order that ib will bc full rLt Lhe desired
d tiLude ?

Sol u~ion:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(-4)

Problem 9.

Opposite 28 (scale ii) set 5,OOO(scaIe B).
Set the runner over 70 (scale F).
Shift the slide to bring 90 (scale F) under the runner.
opposite V (243 on scale C) read 201,000 cubic. fee~ (on scale D], whic]l k tho

volume of hydrogen required.

An airship of 243,000 cubic feet capacity is to be fltled from cylinders into which the hydr[o-
gen was compressed at a pressure of 1,600 pounds per square inch and a temperature of 90° l?.
If the cylinders are Mown to deliver, when filled to a pressure of 1,800 pounds, exactIy 100 cubic
feet of gas measured at 30 inches barometric pressure and 63°F.; and the observed Imrmnetric
pressure is 27 inches and the observed temperature 3.0° F. at the time of use, how many cylinders
must be used to fill the ship ?

Solution:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Opposite 18 (scale D) set 16 (scale C).
Set the runner over 90 (scale F).
Shift the slide to bring 30 (scale F) under the runner.
Set the runner over 27 (scale C).
Shift the slide to bring 30 (scale C) uuler the runner.
Opposite 243 (scale C) reacl 2,457, the number of cylinders required.

The above p~~bkm illustrates the utility of the rule in solving all problems involving the
cl~ange of the volume of gas with change of temperature. The temperature scale F can be used
for any such computations without the necessity of reducing observed temperfitures to tk
absolute scale.

Problem 10.
An observation balIoon of 30,000 cubic foot capaciiy is to be sent to a heigh~ of 9,000 feet..

It is to be fiIlecl from a generator producing a maximum of 10,000 cubic fec t of gas per hour.
How much time is wasted if the baIloon is completely filled before zscent ?

Solution:
(1) Opposite 2S, set 9,000.
(2) Opposite 180 on scaIe C (the Lime i~minutes required to fill the balIoon, com-

puted mentally) read 136 minutes (scale D), which is the time. in minutes
required to generate enough gas to fiIl the balloon at 9,000 feet.

(3) 180 – 136=44 minutes, the time lost in filling the balloon to capacity before the
ascent.
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Prob!em 11.
An airship carrying a total weight of 12,000 pounds in smdight is to make a Ianding at.

night. The temperature of the air is 40° and that of the gas 60°. The gas bag is 95 per cent
full. The ship has only 800 pounds of ballast. How much higher can the ship rise nn[l still
retain enough ballast to enable it to remain afloat after dark ?

%lution:
(1) 12,000–800= 11,200.
(2) opposite 111200 (scale D) set lz,000 (scale C).
(3) Set the runner over 95 (scale C).
(4) Shift the slide to bring the inc]ex of scaIe C under the runner.
(5) Se! the runner over 60 (scale K).

. (6) SIuft the slide to bring 40 (scale K) under the runner.
(7) opposite 28 (scale A) read 2,500 feet, the permissible ascent (scale B).

CONCLUSION.

Other problems in great variety, not inc.ludcd in the foregoing set, have been shown to be
capable of solution with this rule, and the authors feel that it is not only applicable to a greater
range of problems but is much simpler in its operation than any of the foreign, makes -which hmvo
been examined.


